### Are You In Regs?

**Right**
- Green on green/
  - Boots & utes
  - Athletic shoes
  - Clean clothes
  - Properly fitting attire
  - Family-friendly language & conduct
  - No ripped skivvy shirts or shorts
  - Permitted footwear: sneakers, minimalist shoes (toe shoes, barefoot shoes)

**Wrong**
- Hats
- Headphones & earbuds
- Unshaven
- Excessively faded skivvy shirts
- Untucked skivvy shirts
- Electronic devices
- Eccentric socks
- Unblossomed boots

### Civilian PT Gear

- Athletic shoes & shirts
- Clean clothes
- Dress appropriately / conservatively
- Family-friendly language & conduct
- Tank tops and sleeveless shirts must cover chest area and be designed as outerwear
- Permitted footwear: sneakers, minimalist shoes (toe shoes, barefoot shoes)

- Hats indoors
- Clothing designed as undergarments
- Exposed midriffs
- Offensive material / vulgar language on clothes
- Tank tops that do not cover chest area
- Sandals

Don’t get offended, just correct yourself or depart the area.